The American Association of Pharmaceutical Scientists (AAPS) is a professional scientific organization composed of 7,000+ members employed in industry, regulatory industries, and academia worldwide. Our mission is to advance the capacity of pharmaceutical scientists to develop products and therapies that improve global health.

Give them the resources and connections they need to grow professionally.

Get the knowledge and leadership your company needs in return.

AAPS Group Membership is a win-win opportunity for you and your scientists.

When you partner with AAPS and give your employees the opportunity to join the organization at no cost to them, you are sending a clear message—that you are committed to helping them advance as both scientists and leaders.

AAPS is the only organization that brings together pharmaceutical scientists from across the drug discovery, development, and delivery spectrum. That means more ways for your staff—at all experience levels—to broaden their knowledge, extend their connections worldwide, and benefit year-round.

AAPS membership provides your employees:

- Access to 40+ online AAPS Communities spanning the depth and breadth of the pharmaceutical sciences
- Leadership and management training designed for scientists
- Access to AAPS’ peer-reviewed scientific journals and the AAPS Newsmagazine
- Member discounts on dozens of educational events, including conferences, workshops, and weekly virtual events focused on the latest research and insights

Plus, much more—view a full list of member benefits.

Just as important, your company benefits as well. When you choose AAPS Group Membership, you gain:

- Innovative ideas – your scientists will be exposed to the latest trends and research in their fields and in related fields, leading to new ideas and realizations
- Prominence – as your scientists get involved in AAPS, your visibility will increase
- An international network – your scientists will meet colleagues from across the world
- Resources built for scientists – your scientists will have access to proven scientific, leadership, and management skills-development
- Retention – Retain the best and brightest in the pharmaceutical sciences by showing them you support their growth

To learn more about AAPS Group Membership, available options, and how it can benefit your company, contact BD@AAPS.org or visit www.aaps.org/partnerships.